
There is some good Brexit news

We are just past the  half way point in this election. The two main parties,
Labour and Conservative have both seen at times modest declines in polling
support as they have unveiled their plans. The average poll rating is now 22%
for the Conservatives and 42%  for Labour. Some polls have put Labour below
40% and Conservative below 20%.

The polls usually exclude the large numbers of Don’t Knows and Won’t says.
The polls will be right if they stay at home or vote in the same proportions
as those who have said what they will do. If there is a disproportionately
large number of former Conservatives amongst that group then they could
decide in the end to vote Conservative because they do not want a Labour
government, changing the outlook. Some could decide to vote Reform, helping
 confirm the poll predictions for Labour to do well.

Higher taxes, high migration levels, a failure to use Brexit freedoms
sufficiently, an acceptance of bad Treasury and Bank economic policy would
all get worse under Labour.It would  be a perverse outcome if former
Conservative voters ended up voting or not voting in a way which gave Labour
a large majority with under 40 % of the vote. Usually a party needs around
43% to secure a decent majority. Only if the Opposition is badly split do you
get big majorities at lower levels of vote. Most of of those undecided or
angry voters do not want a Labour government. The more we hear and see the
Labour Opposition the clearer it becomes they will not tackle the tax,
growth,  and migration issues successfully.

The Conservatives need to explain some of things that have gone right. Brexit
has protected us from a big or any  share of the 800 billion Euros of new
debt the EU is borrowing, We have quite enough debt of our own without
needing loads more from the EU. At last after too dear a transition we are
now saving billions  a year on contributions to the  EU and have increased
NHS spending by far more than the promise on the bus. Our trade with the EU
has expanded  since we left against so many gloomy forecasts, Trade with the
rest of the world has expanded even faster as we have expanded old trade
agreements and added new ones thanks to Brexit freedom.

Educational standards have risen well in England with big improvements in
reading and maths. This augurs well for more young people to better paid
jobs. Unemployment has come well down since 2010.
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